My War Memories, 1914-1918
work, A battle high up in the air, with a chance of high honours and a mention in Army Orders, was decidedly more exciting and wonderful than ranging for the artillery. Comprehension of the great importance of artillery-ranging work was only gradually inculcated.
As a fighting instrument for use against ground targets, aero* planes did not then play such a systematic role as they did in 1917, and more particularly in 1918 ; but as early as the Battle of the Somme the enemy's aircraft, descending very low, played havoc with our Infantry by machine-gun fire, not so much by causing heavy casualties as by making the troops feel that they had been discovered in places which heretofore they had thought afforded safe cover. This feeling of apprehension was so strong at first that rifles and machine-guns were often not put to that use for which they would have been most effective.
In the end of ends, infantry is the deciding factor1* in every battle. I was in the infantry myself and was body and soul an infantryman. I told my sons to join the infantry. They did so, but, as happened to so many of our young men, the freedom of the air drew them from the trenches. But the fine saying of the old "Directions for Infantry Exercise'1 will always remain true in war: " The infantry bears the heaviest burden of a battle and requires the greatest sacrifice ; so also it promises the greatest renown."
Heavy indeed is the burden of the infantry in this as in other wars. They have to endure the heaviest bombardments of the enemy, lying quietly in dirt and mud, in damp and cold, hungry and thirsty, or huddled in dug-outs, holes, and cellars, they must await the overpowering assault, until, leaving the safety of their shelters, face to face with death, they must rise to meet the destroying storm. Such is their life. It can be endured only when discipline has prepared the way, and when a deep love of the Fatherland and an imperative sense of duty fill the heart, The glory is great, But the highest reward lies in the proud consciousness of having served the Fatherland more than all others, and in*the sense that one's own courage has wrung victory out of the battle. Those who have stayed at home
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